A simple proof of Bekenstein-Mukhanov(BM) ansatz is given within the loop quantum gravity(LQG) framework. The macroscopic area of an equilibrium black hole horizon indeed manifests a linear quantization. The quantum number responsible for this discreteness of the macroscopic area has a physical meaning in the LQG framework, unlike the ad hoc one that remained unexplained in BM ansatz.
I. INTRODUCTION
In [1] J. D. Bekenstein and V. F. Mukhanov(BM) studied the decay of the area of a radiating massive black hole. Having no quantum theory of black holes at their disposal, BM assumed that the area spectrum of a black hole is given by
where α is a pure number and ℓ p = G /c 3 is the Planck length and N is some sort of quantum number whose origin and physical meaning remained obscure. The assumption was mainly motivated by the discrete energy spectrum of atoms in ordinary quantum mechanics. Following this ansatz BM came to the conclusion that the radiation from black holes is discontinuous and non-thermal in nature as opposed to the prediction of Hawking [2] .
Here, I shall show that simple application of statistical mechanics in the quantum theory of equilibrium black holes in loop quantum gravity(LQG) yield that, in spite of the complicated nature of the area spectrum of black hole horizon at the microscopic level, the macroscopic or classical area of the horizon(A cl ), manifest a linear discreteness resembling eq.(1) and is given by A cl =αN ℓ 2 p . The quantityα is obtained, rather implicitly, by demanding that the leading order term of the entropy be given by A cl /4ℓ 2 p as observed by an asymptotic observer. Most interestingly, the quantum number N which is responsible for the discreteness of the macroscopic area has a physical meaning and its origin is completely understood in the LQG framework.
It is worthy of mentioning that the technical parts and the calculations which will be discussed in this work can be found in detail in some earlier works [8] [9] [10] . But the observation made and the interpretation of the result provided here are the important value additions of this work which might be of interest to the concerned reader.
II. BLACK HOLE HORIZON IN LQG
Modern day description of an equilibrium black hole horizon is captured by the local notion of an isolated horizon(IH), which is a generalization of the global concept of event horizon to a more realistic situation where matter and radiation are allowed arbitrarily close to and outside the IH, but not allowed to cross the IH [3, 4] . Technically, an IH is a null, topologically S 2 × R, inner boundary of the spacetime satisfying certain boundary conditions so as to capture the properties of an equilibrium black hole horizon from a completely local perspective independent of the dynamics of the bulk off the horizon [3, 4] . The phase space analysis of the IH reveals that there is an SU (2) Chern-Simons(CS) theory on the IH [3, 4] . The CS term appears in the action with a coupling constant k, called the CS level and is given by k ≡ A cl /4πγℓ isolated horizon(QIH) can be visualized as an IH punctured by the edges of the spin network graph which span the bulk quantum geometry in LQG [6, 7] . In the theory of QIH, k needs to be an integer which is a pre-quantization condition. The physical quantum states of the QIH are that of the CS theory coupled to the punctures which act as sources. The edges of the spin network endow the punctures with the corresponding spins which give rise to the quantum area spectrum of the QIH [6, 7] .
III. PROOF OF BM ANSATZ A. Quantum Statistical Mechanics
Let us consider that there are N punctures on the QIH carrying spins j 1 , j 2 , · · · , j N where all the spins can take values 1/2, 1, 3/2, · · · , k/2. Alternatively one can consider that s j punctures carry spin j so that k/2 j=1/2 s j = N . These spin configurations provide the area eigenstate basis. Such a basis state of the QIH Hilbert space is denoted by the ket |{s j } having the area eigenvalue given bŷ
Such a spin configuration (eigenstate) has a (N !/ j s j !)-fold degeneracy due to the possible arrangement of the spins yielding the same area eigenvalue. A macroscopic state of a QIH is designated by the two integer parameters k and N [9, 16] which can be appropriately written as |k,
is the probability that the QIH is found in the state | {s j } . In [8] , it has been shown, using the method of most probable distribution, that the entropy of such a macrostate of the QIH i.e. for given k and N , is given by
ignoring the logarithmic correction with universal coefficient -3/2 [9, 20] . It should be mentioned that all the calculations are valid in the limit k, N → ∞ which is physically reasonable for large horizons which are being dealt with in this work. The steps can be debriefed as follows :
1. Logarithm of the number of microstates Ω(k, N ) = {sj } Ω[{s j }] is the entropy corresponding to a macrostate |k, N . According to the basic postulates of equilibrium statistical mechanics, one of the spin configurations is the most probable one and the number of microstates of any other spin configuration is negligible compared to the most probable one. Hence, Ω(k, N ) ≃ Ω[{s ⋆ j and taking the appropriate limits one obtains respectively
1 The details of the entropy calculation is completely irrelevant in the present context and an enthusiast is advised to look into [8, 9] for detailed calculations.
Remarks : It may be pointed out that the constraint C 1 is an approximate condition which is satisfied only in the limit s j , N, k ≫ O(1). Otherwise it makes no sense because the left hand side of C 1 is a weighted sum of irrational quantities, whereas the right hand side is a rational number. The constraint C 1 dictates the fact that we are looking at the area eigenstates within ±O(ℓ 2 p ) window about the classical area A cl . From mathematical viewpoint, these limits allow us to apply the usual methods of equilibrium statistical mechanics to this scenario which resembles(but not equivalent to) usual gas thermodynamics. From the physical viewpoint, these limits are the appropriate ones for the quantum description of IH. The reasons can be explained as follows. Firstly, if the horizon area becomes small enough to be comparable to Planck area, then it is meaningless to talk about equilibrium IH as it would tremendously Hawking radiate and will be in a very dynamical situation -the whole framework becomes inappropriate. Also, the number of punctures N has to be large enough for suitably defining the area operator for a surface [17] [18] [19] .
B. Equations of state
Two important by products of this entropy calculations viz. eq. (5) and eq. (6) can be regarded as the equilibrium equations of state for the QIH relating k, N, λ and σ, and are of utmost relevance in the present context. Using k = A cl /4πγℓ 2 p , eq.(5) can be rewritten as
whereα(λ, γ) = 4πγ 1 +
. Since λ is a function of k/N , which is transparent from eq.(5) and eq.(6), the above equation, although looks like the BM ansatz, but is actually not. Moreover, γ is also unknown. Hence, fixing λ and γ to particular values will get us to the desired result which I am going to do in the next sections.
C. Fixingα
Local vs Asymptotic Views
The term N σ in the entropy in eq.(3) originates from the consideration of N as a macroscopic variable alongside k. This also gives rise to a term proportional to δN in the first law of thermodynamics associated with the QIH, which is only relevant to local observers close to the IH [16] . But there is no such term in the first law of thermodynamics associated with the IH derived from the classical theory [5] . The only explanation which can consistently connect the two scenarios is that the quantity σ must vanish in the classical limit and an asymptotic observer will not see the term N σ in the expression for the entropy or equivalently the term proportional to δN is the first law.
Fixing λ and γ
Since the observation from the perspective of an asymptotic observer is only relevant in the context of black hole radiation, one must set σ = 0 which is the only choice of σ compatible with the first law of IH in the classical theory [5] with is devoid of any term proportional to δN , as mentioned earlier and explained in full detail in [8] . A graphical analysis of the eq. (6) shows that σ = 0 implies λ = 1.2 [8] . Hence, expression for the entropy in eq.(3) reduces to S = 1.2A cl /8πγℓ 
Value ofα
Now, having fixed the values of λ and γ, one can calculate the value ofα to be approximately 8.362. Hence, it can be concluded that the BM ansatz is actually derivable in the LQG framework and is given by
whereα ≃ 8.362. It should be mentioned that one can numerically calculate a refined and improved value ofα by studying eq. (5) in its original discrete form in [8] , which is expected to differ only slightly from this approximate one. (8) is the macroscopic area obtained from the equilibrium equations of state of the QIH by taking the classical limit. It is interesting to see that over and above the quantum area spectrum of the QIH given by eq. (2), there is a manifest discreteness of the area of the black hole horizon at the macroscopic level. The most significant issue regarding the above result is the appearance of N , the number of punctures, at the macroscopic level which is the sole reason for the manifest discreteness of the classical area of the black hole. If we trace the origin of the punctures or equivalently the variable N , it appears to be a mere mathematical structure needed to properly define the action of the area operator on a surface divided into N pieces, each piece being small enough to contain only one piercing edge of the bulk spin network spanning the ambient spatial bulk quantum geometry in the limit N → ∞ [17] [18] [19] . This is just the limit, we generally take, of a Riemann sum to define an integral. But, eq.(8) lifts the status of N from just a mathematical structure to a physically consequential variable affecting the classical physics of black holes.
IV. CONCLUSION
I shall conclude with some remarks on the radiation spectrum one can expect to observe while a black hole ( depicted as IH here) decays from one equilibrium(A cl1 =αN ℓ 2 p ), to the immediate next one(A cl2 = α(N − 1)ℓ 2 p ) through a dynamical phase. The effective realization of the BM ansatz imply that LQG predicts discrete radiation spectrum from black holes. Added to this, a closer observation shows that there will be broadening of the discrete lines. Since, a quantitative estimation of this effect is beyond the scope of this paper and needs further research, I shall provide a qualitative discussion on this particular issue and how it is already explicitly manifest from what has been discussed in this paper. It goes as follows.
Fixing σ = 0 and hence, λ = λ 0 = 1.2, yields that the most probable spin distribution is given by s which is expected to give rise to a broadening of the line spectrum. To check whether this broadening will be thermal in nature, is a task to be performed. It is quite possible that the dynamics of the punctures will play the crucial role and one may has to go beyond the kinematical structure of QIH.
The discrete line spectrum along with the line broadening is exactly what was also predicted by BM in [1] . That the line broadening results from the degeneracy causing the black hole entropy is explicitly manifest in this black hole description in the LQG framework, although not quantitatively estimated here. Consequently, the effective realization of BM ansatz within the LQG framework, in the limit which is relevant for black hole thermodynamics, puts the prediction of discrete spectrum for radiation of macroscopic black holes on a firm ground of an underlying quantum theory of gravity. It will be interesting to see whether a quantitative estimate of the line broadening in this LQG framework also matches the results of [1] in detail. Needless to say, it will make the case of [1] even stronger, albeit within the realms of LQG.
